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The MNV Orchestra dates back to 1984/1985. Chris Bayer was giving individual music
lessons at his home to several bluegrass/old-time students and suggested they get together to
play as a group. Everyone thought this was a great idea and took turns hosting; always on a
Monday night. Other, more experienced players joined in. Some of the earliest group included Jay and Kelly Risden, Dave Bernard, Tom Boyer, Bill Naylor, Lane Garrison, Gil Schlichting,
Tom Erwin, Glen Buschine, Lynn Furnis, and Vicki Hass.
In 1987 they were invited to be the opening act for the Bowers Mansion and Old-time Festival. This was the second year
for the festival. It has been a
tradition ever since to open
with the Monday Night Volunteers.
A year or so later the members had the idea to perform at
assisted living homes like The
Riverside, Life Care, and Manor
Care. In time they were playing
at Bartley Ranch and doing
benefit performances at several county and state parks, the
VA Hospital, Boys and Girls
Club, and other venues. They Monday Night Volunteers, about 1994. Charlie Edsall, Vicki Hass, Kenny
often played two or three times Scott, Kathi Scott, Lynn Furnis, Tex Tankersley, Leland Smith, Lane Garria week.
They even built a son.
float for the Nevada Day Parade
(for which they won first prize). This led to a long-standing gig at the Lt. Governor’s Chili
Feed at the Nugget Casino in Carson City on Nevada Day.
The band has traditionally been open to any NNBA member. Newer players will often stand
in the back row until they have learned the tunes and are comfortable playing to a live audience. However, as in my case, you might find that Tex or Jim will invite you up front on your
first time out. Now that is truly a scary experience. But the seasoned players are always supportive and will tell you “great job” even though you are pretty sure you were awful.

Set lists have always varied from night to night depending on who is available to play and
what songs they feel like playing. Nine or ten people on stage is not unusual. Or it could be
as few as four. Playing with the Monday Nighters is the best possible way to learn to be comfortable on stage. And the audiences love the band and the lively music.
Thank you Monday Nighters for getting out there every week and entertaining our senior
community and generally being our Ambassadors of Bluegrass.
Thank you Vicki Hass and Bill Naylor for taking the time to share the history with me and
sharing your photo collections. Special mention needs to go out to Lane Garrison and Gil
Schlicting who were tremendous supporters of the band.
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Rick Rinehart

Thanks for Letting Me Be A Part of the Monday Night Volunteer
Band- By Jim Lappin

Touching Lives
I joined the NNBA many years ago and was invited to be a fill-in banjo player behind the late/great Lane
Garrison. It was a lot of fun, and I got to know my way around the retirement communities, and nursing homes.
We played a lot of different venues back then, including the Chili Feed, Bartley Ranch, and even a gig at the Susanville airport. Sometimes, Lane wasn’t there, and all the banjo picking was left up to me. Since Lane’s retirement
several years ago, I had to step-up to the mic and I’ve been there ever since.
Monday night visits with our senior citizens, has become such a joy for me and the other musicians in the
MNV’s. Watching the resident’s faces light-up and smile, as they sing along or laugh at a joke, is a real treat. Before or after each show, many of us try to get out into the audience and shake hands, and thank them for coming
out of their rooms, to see us.
I know we have touched many of these dear folks lives. One of the residents at the Villa’s Retirement
Home, was missing for a few of our shows. The old fellow seemed to enjoy our music, and I always made sure to
shake his hand. His son always accompanied him to our performances, and I knew that he attended my church. I
found him one Sunday morning and asked him about his dad. He said that sadly, Dad had passed a few months
earlier. I consoled the son, Doug McPartland, and asked if he and his wife would come out to our January Bartley
Ranch show to remember his father, and enjoy the music. Doug thanked me for the invitation, and said they would
be there.
Saturday night of the big show, I spotted Doug and his wife Toni, in the audience and went out to greet
them. He told me that the family wanted to make a donation to our NNBA /MNVs , to honor his father. The next
morning at church Doug presented me with a VERY generous check and a loving card. Here’s what it said: “Dear
NNBA, Thank you for your Monday Night entertainment that allowed my dad some joy and laughs over the last few
years. He always looked forward to your night at the Villas and it did wonders for his struggles, coping with old age
and a failing mind. You guys are the best!” signed-Doug and Toni McPartland
THANKS FOR LETTING ME BE A PART OF THE MONDAY NIGHT VOLUNTEERS!!!

Jim Lappin
Photo by Bob Piechocki

Current Monday Night Volunteer Lineup:
From Top Left: Tom Moss, Jim Lappin, Kris
Moller, Ben Thomas Eric Lovejoy, Sharon
Dose
Bottom Row Left: Steve Gallagher, Tex Tankersley, Ron Moyes,
Apologies to Jerry Robinson who was not present that evening.
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An Introduction to Flamenco
By Charles Derr

Editor’s Note: this article grew out of several conversations I had recently with
a high school friend, Charlie Derr. Charlie and I spent several years growing up
as military brats on Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico. As a young man in the
mid 1960’s Charlie traveled to Spain to “run with the bulls”, then on to southern Spain (Andalusia) to study/follow bullfights and flamenco. While there he
spent most of his time learning about the Gitanos (Spanish Gypsies) and studying the basics of flamenco guitar.

Flamenco is an art form with a history
that spans five hundred years. It is also a
culture, an amalgamation of different social streams that settled in the south of
Spain: Islamic, Jewish, Christian, and Gypsy (Gitano). Its history is multidimensional, bred by hardship and poverty, nurtured
by marginalized people who were sequestered, landless, jobless, often outside the
law, usually illiterate, but always oppressed—fertile emotional ground to create profound shared sounds and movement that ultimately would be known not
just in Spain but throughout the world.

El Jaleo– painting by John Singer Sargent, 1882
The origins of flamenco are claimed by the Andalucians but it is said that the first sounds were Gitano.
Throughout its evolution it has represented different things to different groups, but for Gitanos it has always been an organic force running below the surface of popular culture. Flamenco is about joy and pain,
love and loss, life and death, and is expressed through poetry, music, and dance. It gave voice to the bitterness and powerlessness of the underclass and outcast all the while sustaining the dignity and wisdom
of their communities.

Flamenco is usually considered Spanish music, but in the truest sense it matured in Andalucia, the area
in southern Spain that was home to a Moorish civilization for over seven hundred years until 1492 when
most were driven to Africa by Ferdinand and Isabella. Flamenco roots within Andalucia rest in places like
Seville, Triana, Cadiz, Ronda, Utrera, Jerez de la Frontera, and Granada, all areas heavily populated by Gitanos. From environments that were confined by prejudice and abandonment, the original forms of what
is referred to as cante Gitano—flamenco puro—were born.
Continued Next Page
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An Introduction to Flamenco (continued)- by Charles Derr

Today the term flamenco can be interpreted in a variety of ways and draws from many kind and styles of
music, a nuevo flamenco that fuses Latin, jazz, African, and other external musical rhythms. Today too the
flamenco culture, no longer bound by poverty, persecution, and hardship, has evolved to acceptance, and
its artists to prominence. However, in many ways today’s flamenco has become bipolar, torn between commercial successes to a greater degree than ever before. Catering to an uninformed public or focusing on
profit and glamour sometimes obscures the heroic spirit of its origins, displacing the heart and soul of cante Gitano. This is not to suggest that commercial flamenco is of lesser quality. Performers today display
amazing talent, and the base of flamenco has expanded by orders of magnitude. New ways of refining and
presenting the art in terms of talent levels, instrumentation, modern dance, sound and visual technologies
can elevate the form and still present cante in authentic terms. To the aficionado though, puro most represents the intent and experience of those who created it. That significance must never be lost.

Camaron de la Isla (1950-1992) is considered one of the
greatest cantaors of all time despite an early death. His funeral
was attended by 100,000 people. He is most revered and his legacy and contributions to flamenco puro are unmatched.

In flamenco puro, cante (sing) is the most important and driving element. Cante can be chico (light) or
jondo (deep), but it is the planet about which all flamenco components, music and culture, orbit. Cante chico presents happy songs, entertaining, often easily recognized as flamenco. Cante jondo is different; it is
about tragedy in the first person. It is very deep and passionate, sorrowful, communal, and filled with anguish, jealousy, desire and despair. The baile (dance) and toque (guitar), so predominant in commercial
flamenco are breath taking and beautiful to hear and watch; they are essential but assume supportive
roles in flamenco puro.

Gema Moneo is a young bailaora that comes from an aristocratic flamenco family and is gitana (gypsy) in the most compelling way. Her dancing is
filled with power and drama and unrestrained emotion.
See YouTube Video: Casa Patas, Flamenco en Vivo 190. Gema Monero
Or Gema Moneo: Solea por Buleria

Continued Next Page
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An Introduction to Flamenco (continued)- by Charles Derr
A few words about la guitara flamenca…
The instrument is much like a classical guitar except for lighter weight and sound. The bridge is lower for
ease of rapid fingering by the left hand, and produces a slight “flamenco” buzz because of the closeness
between strings and frets. The guitar is made of five woods: cypress for the back and sides; German
spruce for the soundboard; ebony for the fingerboard; cedar for the neck, rosewood for trim, and a colorful
rosette. The finish is French polish. The knowledge and skills of great master luthiers of the early 1900s—
Ramirez, Hernandez, Esteso—has been passed from generation to generation producing some of the finest
and most valued guitars in the world.
Paco de Lucia was the most influential flamenco guitarist of this or any other era. He
transformed the style of play, introduced new
levels of technical complexity, and fostered
flamenco’s collaboration with diverse musical
forms. See You Tube Video: Paco de Lucia |
Solea

The role of the guitar in flamenco puro has always been to accompany. The object for the tocaor is not to play like a virtuoso, but rather be responsible for maintaining
the compas, complementing the cante and baile, and offering a solo introduction as well as repeated accent during a performance of a song. The role demands knowledge of all cante and baile forms as well as
the style and attributes of individual performers.
Diego de el Gastor (1908 to 1973) A master of rhythmic
style. He was a very well-liked fellow, generously sharing
his knowledge with students of flamenco guitar, including
our author.

Learning to play flamenco guitar is difficult. Gitanos of Andalucia grow up
with flamenco as an integral part of their lives and their understanding of
what is “of consequence” and what is “superficial” comes from decades of
association. For a foreigner to truly appreciate flamenco puro and learn to
play properly, it is necessary to understand the environment, its sounds and
smells, strengths and frailties, depths and beauty. Students must practice
with dedication and absorb the role of an accompanist. Flamenco music is
not written but must be learned by observation, listening, repetition, and
proximity to Gitano families and life style. A student must study melodies
and themes, practice intensely, improvise and employ variations and falsetas, benefit from ongoing exposure and mentoring, and have a special feel
for flamenco that embraces more than the hint of connection.
Continued Next Page
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An Introduction to Flamenco (continued)- by Charles Derr
Farruquito is from a family that has produced generations of
evolutionary artists. He is a bailaor of historic consequence
and one of the most honest and true representations of the sum
of the generations of artists that have proceeded him He is flamenco puro in its modern form. See YouTube Video: Farruquito
y Familia Fin De Fiesta, posted by erpakill01

The gypsy language describes the key elements of flamenco. The singer
is a cantaor or cantaora, the dancer a bailaor or bailaora, and the guitar
player a tocaor. In a commercial performance there are usually multiple
combinations of each, and now often a percussionist. There are also other vital elements: jaleo (shouts of encouragement), palmas (complex hand clapping), pintos (finger snapping), and repeated verbal exclamations of support and enthusiasm. At the core of each song is a strict
complicated rhythm/beat called compas, which must be maintained without compromise. In the letras
(lyrics), profound and very personal emotions are more often than not revealed by uncontrolled words,
and felt and celebrated in the drama and sway of the music, and in the manner in which those elements
are presented. Cante jondo lentras express suffering without remedy.

Let the bells toll
Let them toll with sorrow
The mother of my heart has died
The mother of my soul

Combined, all of these can be potent, inspiring, starkly meaningful. But if there is too much flair and
bombast, too much flash without substance, without purity, the essence of the cante becomes clouded
and its emotional vibrancy is not truly expressed or received.

Gema Moneo and Farruquito.
They are the best of the modern
generation.

Continued Next Page
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Playing techniques for the right hand use both supported and unsupported strokes. They include: Rasgueado, Arpeggio, Picado, Pugar, Golpe, Apagado, and Alzapua. These are combinations of plucking,
picking, flicking, striking, and strumming with both hands. The four fingers and thumb (pugar) of the
right hand and the four fingers of the left hand have to blend together using intricate positioning and
movement. To play flamenco guitar is one thing—to be a flamenco tocaor is quite another.

Camaron de Isla and Paco de Lucia.
Camaron was the flamenco equivalent of a rock
star. Paco was the master of the guitar. Together they took flamenco music from small cafes
and cabarets to the large theatres of the world.
See YouTube Video: Camaron y Paco de Lucia por
Bulerias.m4v

Lastly, a matchless element in flamenco puro, a mystical
element that sometimes arrives in performance. It is rare in its most intense form. It is called
“duende,” part of the biological heritage of the Gitanos, and is difficult to understand, much less to feel.
Duende is not bliss or soul, but it is enveloping. At its most profound state it is out of body, a lost reality. Duende is the essence of cante Gitano y jondo and can never be experienced lightly if experienced
at all.

“An envoy for the spirits is cante jondo, a means of passage for duende, messenger of
souls. Sounds come not from body or guitar, but from resonance in the blood, a mysti
cal palpitating resonance that few feel and no philosophy can explain. Duende trans
cends passion and time. Captives to its truths become strangers to the world around
them, connected to a world within—beyond—driven by ghosts living in the dark regions of
the heart. Sometimes duende is found; most often it is not.”

If truth be known, flamenco is more than a music, more than a culture, it transports and transcends,
is spiritual in a most penetrating way. Through arrows of the heart into our deepest selves, it touches
the origins of emotional life and does not leave.

Do you want to see more videos and images of Flamenco? The author set up a Pinterest
Board titled Flamenco– Article for you to explore. First you will have to set up a Pinterest
account (takes only a minute or two). Then do a search for Carlos Derr to find his page.
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The Clumsy Mandolin: Makes an Alturian Adventure to Hear
American Western Music from Alberta, Canada
By Stephen Gallagher
Long ago, I used to be a professional horseman over in the bay area. I was totally immersed in the lifestyle from equestrian events, team penning on Friday
nights for a cash pool, competing yearly at the Grand National Horse Show, riding
fences, packing mules, tagging along with a large animal vet to learn field equine
medicine and even listening to old cowboy music from the first part of the Twentieth Century. I finally hung up my spurs for good in 1992 but still loved to hear
western music and cowboy poetry. Whenever I was home in Nevada on Saturdays, I’d make sure to tune into The Hayseed Hoot Radio Show on KTHX and later on KUNR. Besides the bluegrass, folk and other “back porch” Americana music, I began to hear an artist named Corb Lund who played western music with
songs that dealt with the life of a horseman, working rancher, card player, pistolier, drinker, and outdoorsman. Unlike the stuff being generated out of Nashville, his writing struck me as the experiences of someone who knows what he is
talking about. I purchased several of his albums and just was enamored with the
authentic content of the songs he had written.
Young Officer Steve with San Jose Police
Upon further research, I discovered that he was a Canadian son of a large animal
Department
veterinarian who also ran a cattle ranch in northern Alberta. He had grown up
listening to Johnny Horton, Marty Robbins, Bob Wills, Merl Haggard and Alberta’s own Ian Tyson. When he began to perform and write, he very purposely studied the technique of these writers in the creation of his sound. To his surprise,
when he moved to Austin, he found that almost no one played Texas Swing or did Western Music anymore. His style was
music with a very modern twist in lyrical content. So, this became a Canadian Invasion, not unlike the first British Invasion bringing American Music back to the United States. He and The Corb Lund Band later known as the Hurtin’ Albertans
toured extensively to get his sound out to the public. He became a popular act in Western Canada, the Northwest U.S.,
not surprisingly in Texas but also Australia, Europe and The British Isles. He and his band have been yearly performers at
the Cowboy Poetry Gathering in Elko.

I began to keep track of his performances sure that eventually he’d have a date in Reno but as the years passed, he never
got a booking here. All the venues were just too far: San Luis Obispo, Stagecoach Festival, The Braun Family Reunion in
Idaho, The Mountain Festival in Aspen, Elko and on and on. For about a week he was booked to play a free show at Wingfield Amphitheater for Reno Art Town in 2014, but that mysteriously fell through.

All the while, he and his band kept serving up great albums and supporting it with touring. The Horse Soldier, Horse Soldier album dealt with songs about being in the cavalry, the history of the horse soldier, and a more modern ballad of an
American soldier fighting the secret war in Nicaragua. These songs became popular with an element of both Canadian
and American service men, active and retired. In 2012 Cabin Fever was released to rave reviews and awards in Canada
but little notice here. Just last fall, Things That Can’t Be Undone was released with a tour to support it. And what do you
know? He was booked to play the Niles Hotel in Alturas CA.

Continued Next Page
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The Clumsy Mandolin (Continued) by Steve Gallagher
The folks who put together Reno’s newest “renegade” station, KJIV, worked with the owners of the Niles Hotel to organize a booking for The Hurtin’ Albertans. They had played the venue two years earlier, which was too far for me at
the time. It was a great success both for the people of Alturas and the band. The band has had several west coast
dates to promote the newly released album and decided that Alturas wasn’t too far of a drive from Berkeley. I secured tickets the first day that they were available.

Mary and I made the drive across the Pyramid Reservation through the ghost towns of Flanigan and Wendel to connect with US-395 east of Susanville. It was a great drive through wide open country. It was a perfect way to set the
mood for Western Music. The Niles Hotel in Alturas is a nineteenth century building that has been converted to a B&B
while retaining the old bar and adding a Starbucks to the premise. It has kept the old west flavor in the worn wooden
floors and add-on architecture. To get to the concert hall that seats about one hundred, we had to navigate through
the hotel’s very well populated bar. Fortunately, there was another watering hole to the rear of the concert hall.

The people of Alturas were ready on this Friday night for a rollicking show and this band did not disappoint. They kicked off
the first set with Bible on the Dash. This song tells of the tribulations of a touring Canadian band in the U.S. They find that
keeping a bible seems to smooth out the legal bumps in the
road: We pulled the whole thing over for the flashing red and
blues/ Police came up to the window/ We said, “Have you
heard the news?/ “Now don’t get smart with me, boy. Why you
doing ninety-five?”/ “My foot is heavy with redemption. I’m just
blessed to be alive.”/ He said, “I ought to pull you out of there
and beat you black and blue.” / I placed my hand upon the
good book and said, “What would Jesus do?”

Corb was playing a Gretch Country Gentlemen guitar with an
acoustic pickup stuck at the base of the fretboard. His instrumentalist, Grant Siemens, switched between a Telecaster,
Fender pedal steel, and Gibson F-9 mandolin throughout the
evening. Brady Valgardson played a standard rock drum kit.
Curt Ciesla played a double bass most of the evening and
switched to a P-bass occasionally.

Corb Lund at a recent performance at the
renovated Niles Hotel in Alturas, CA.

As the band warmed up, the audience kept up with them. A Coors was delivered to the stage and Corb mentioned
that Buckskins, the Canadian nickname for Coors, were now available in Canada after a thirty year absence. He was
very happy about that. As the band progressed through the list, the audience became more and more rowdy. They
were dancing in the aisles kicking beer bottles across the floor shouting along the lyrics of the songs. Corb played
songs off the new album Things That Can’t Be Undone. Like his earlier military history songs, he introduced a song he
wrote after hearing the story from a U.S. Army Captain who was in Sadr City for the sectarian violence that exploded
right after Mission Accomplished: Then all hell broke loose taking fire from the rooftops. Haji launching RPG’s/
Fighting running battles with militias in the alleys on and on, week after week./ Taking hits at fifty meters from a
shrine nearby but they wouldn’t let us light up a mosque./ Then our tanks rolled in real hard, real heavy but they couldn’t help the guys that were lost.
Continued Next Page
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The Clumsy Mandolin (Continued) by Steve Gallagher
I was thinking, “Why does it take a Canadian to capture the tragedy of American History? I decided to go to the bar where I
struck up a conversation with a local. He turned out to be the Undersheriff of Modoc County and provided me with a get out
of jail free card. When I returned, Corb had played a song he had recorded with Ian Tyson. He explained how Tyson had
been such a great help with his career. He decided that he was going to play his favorite Ian Tyson song but before he did he
played a few bars from several Tyson penned tunes: Someday Soon, Four Strong Winds, Summer Wages and Old Corrals,
saying they were good songs but not his favorite. He finally introduced M.C. Horses and dedicated it to the folks who came
for the show from Eastern Oregon, where the story of the song occurs. The tune laments the closing of large cattle outfit and
the sale of their horse stock: Come on boys, run ‘em in./ We’re gonna let this sale begin./ The last of the big remudas for the
mighty M.C./ Horses here for everyone./ Saddle ‘em kids. Let’s get ‘er done./ By the time that Oregon sun goes down this
outfit’s history./ This outfit, she’s history.

That feeling of loss for an old way of life has appeared many times in
Corb’s songwriting including The S Lazy H on the new album. That ballad
describes the struggles of a sixth generation family owned calf operation
that fails and is sold off for housing development to the shame of the
last owner. To end the first set they played Pour ‘Em Kind of Strong
which could be a dime cowboy novel story about a fugitive with a posse
behind him who stops in a bar for a quick drink. He is condescending
and rude to the bartender: I know you must have heard of me. I’m lightning with my Smiths/ and my reputation burns all through the West. /
So, if you know what’s good for you, shut up and get the whiskey./ Not
some trade stuff. I want nothing but your best.
He fails to see the bartender draw out a .32 pistol and shoot him: Pour
‘em kind of strong ‘cause I won’t be here long/ Mister, please don’t do
me wrong. Pour ‘em kind of strong./ I’m awful embarrassed of how I
spoke to you before.
By the end of the first set, everyone had let there hair down. The band adjourned to the bar where they visited with fans and
cooled their heel The Hurtin Albertans opened the second set with Hair My Eyes Like a Highland Steer which is arranged like
a seventies disco song accenting the one beat. A few songs later, Corb featured Curt playing double bass on a song called
the Big Bitch Bull Bass Fiddle. The song addresses the difficulties of playing and with traveling with a double bass. That is
something shared with our bass players in the NNBA: I got to buy and extra seat when I ride the aero plane/ all the women
and the children and the pilots complain / It sure won’t fit in the overhead bin/ And basically leaving it behind would be a
sin.
Corb mentioned that he and his band mates were suffering from “cultural whiplash” after playing the Freight and Salvage in
Berkeley the night before where the people there did not appreciate songs about cows because of the love for animals.
“They love ‘em so much, they don’t eat ‘em.” Or that they were not hoarding cases of 7.62 in their basements like some
folks in Modoc County. After playing several shouted out requests, they played a closing song called It’s Time to Switch to
Whiskey. A waitress came to the stage with several shots for the band. Corb said, “Someone finally got the message in this
song!” With that, they extended the set doing a tribute to Merl Haggard by covering Ramblin’ Fever and closing with Oh, Canada set to the music of Folsom Prison Blues.

Corb came out playing solo for an encore of song from a Canadian Christmas album. He said a Canadian journalist wrote
that it took the number one spot for Christmas bummer songs from Grandma Got Run Over by a Reindeer. This song was
called Just Me and These Ponies about a rancher in his eighties whose family have all moved away and can’t seem to make
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The Clumsy Mandolin (Continued) by Steve Gallagher
it home to the Albertan spread for the holidays. His only company is his stock: Tonight its oats for my pals and me a bottle of
cheer. Its just me and these ponies for Christmas this year.
After a few more solo tunes, the band returned to play The Gothist Girl I Can. He explained that he wrote a song about Goth
chicks hoping they would come to his shows but all he got were dudes who like Goth chicks. The band closed with Alt Berliner Blues, about a beer hall that survived two world wars only to be torn down for condominiums and Five Dollar Bill, describing his grandfather’s smuggling of whiskey to the U.S. during prohibition. Once finished they all returned to the bar to visit
with fans and sell their merchandise.

The band played well over their two hour set giving the audience a great night of music in frozen Alturas. Mary and I had a
great time, and recorded the show as well. It was well worth the journey to Modoc County. I sure hope this band plays Reno
someday so we can listen to Canadians remind us of our heritage of Western Music.

Sage Creek— From Left: Steve Gallagher, Dennis Grundy, Sharon
Tetly, Phil McGill, Annie Pinkerton– photo by Bob Piechocki
Here is an exciting new band that is getting a lot of attention. Some of our NNBA’s best players have come
together to entertain us with their bluegrass, folk, and oldies music. They played a few numbers for us at the
Annual Meeting in February and recently played their first one hour plus concert at the Cascades of the Sierra.
They are getting rave reviews so be sure to look for their next performance.
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“Why did this hit you so hard?”- a Tribute to Glenn
Frey—by Randy Brooks
“Why did this hit you so hard?” by bride asked.
The Eagles (or just “Eagles,” if you want to be technically correct) first flew
across my radar screen in 1971. I was sitting in Dr. T. Bob Davis’s dental office, hooked up to headphones and gas. “Take It Easy” came on. In my admittedly chemically altered state, I thought “This is the best thing I’ve ever
heard!” and couldn’t wait to spit and rinse so I could run across the street to
Medallion (now Target) and buy their album.
They quickly joined the ranks of Poco and Crosby Stills, & Nash as the most
revered purveyors of pop harmony and song-craft at the time. But unlike
those others, who seemed to lose a little of their luster with each new release,
the Eagles soared higher with every album, particularly after they left London
studios behind and returned to L.A. where they were able to take more control
of the recording process. They moved from country-rock, to rock-rock without
sacrificing the melodies and harmonies at which they excelled from the start.
Even after a 14-years breakup, they returned powerful and magnificent, adding fine new songs to the catalog, and performing on tour with precision indistinguishable from perfection. Their dominance of the concert stage continued
right up to what would turn out to be their last outing, the wonderful History of
the Eagles tour, capturing their entire career in story and song, and rendered
less than totally satisfying only by the absence of Don Felder and the ailing
Randy Meisner.

Randy Brooks is perhaps best
known for writing “Grandma Got
Run Over by a Reindeer”. He appears frequently in the Reno area
with Southwestern Pilgrimage.

In a way, the Eagles were to the world of rock music what Chet Atkins was to the guitar. At times one might think
“Yeah- I could do that.” But try and copy their work, and you would quickly come to respect the finesse, craftsmanship, and perfectionism that permeated just about everything they did.
From his time paying dues with Bob Seger and Linda Ronstadt, to scratching out lyrics with fellow starving artist, Jackson Browne, to launching a new band with Don Henley, Glenn had his eye on the prize and never seemed to waiver.
Listening to their music, one might say that if Henley was the soul of the Eagles, Frey was the heart.
When Buddy Holly died, baby boomers’ belief in our invulnerability as expressed in OUR new music called rock & roll,
came crashing down with him. With John Lennon’s murder, we lost not just one man, but our unwavering hope of a
reconciliation that might one day lead to new Beatles’ output. With Glenn Frey, the book has closed on the Eagles,
whose music has been an essential component of the soundtrack of my life-our lives-for forty years.
That’s why I care. That’s why this one hit me so hard.
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Board of Directors’ Report on the NNBA Annual Meeting
By Secretary Jerry Robinson
The 2016 Annual Meeting and Potluck
of the Northern Nevada Bluegrass Association (NNBA) was held on Saturday, February 20 in the Social Hall of
the first Congregation Church of Reno
(UCC) at 627 Sunnyside Drive, Reno,
NV 89503. Set-up began at 11:00 AM and
was complete by noon, at which time
some serious socializing began. Buffet
lines for the pot luck lunch began to form
and places at the tables began to fill early
in the afternoon. The new group “Sage
Creek” provided entertainment during
the open mic session that was concurNew officers for 2016 are: Annie Pinkerton, Kathi Scott, Martha Greene,
rent with lunch.
Eric Lovejoy, Ray Hopper, Rick Sparks, and Jerry Robinson. Photo by
After the appetites were mostly satis- Bob Piechocki
fied, President Rick Sparks called the
business meeting to order. Rick shared his views on the state of the NNBA, focusing especially on a review of
the 2015 Bowers Festival and a preview of Bowers 2016. The 2015 Festival was seen as a huge success both financially and “entertainment-wise”. Headliners for Bowers 2016 were announced. They include John Reischman
and the Jaybirds, Bluegrass Etc. and Run Boy Run. Additional plans are for one regional band and two local
groups. Rick concluded his Bowers comments by making an appeal for Festival volunteers for 2016.
Verbal reports from other officers followed. Vice President Kathi Scott extended thanks to all NNBA volunteer
and Treasurer Ray Hopper gave a financial review for 2015; including a Balance Sheet comparison that showed a
gain of over $3,000.00 from 2014 to 2015 and a Bowers Festival Income Statement that showed a profit in excess
of $5,000.00 for 2015. Membership Coordinator Eric Lovejoy reported that we currently have 236 active, paid-up
members, with 294 total names on the NNBA roster; and Outreach Coordinator Annie noted that she was
staffing the NNBA merchandise table at this meeting and that she has “slashed” the prices. Annie urged all
meeting attendees to “. . . come to the table and buy!”
Activities Coordinator Rick Rinehart had submitted a written report that was read by Rick Sparks. Rick R. enumerated the recurring NNBA activities during 2015 as well as the numerous special events (concerts, Bowers Festival, special jam sessions, etc.) that we had sponsored throughout the year; and he thanked Brewery Arts Center
(BAC), Mountain Music Parlor (MMP) & Traditional American Music Project (TRAMP) as our unofficial
“partners”. After Rick R’s arrival at the meeting, he was presented with an iTunes gift card to mark his retirement from the board and to thank him for his long and continuing service to the NNBA.
At 2:30 PM, voting for officers for 2016 concluded and the ballots were then counted and results announced;
with all named candidates being elected. These are: Rick Sparks, Kathi Scott, Ray Hopper, Jerry Robinson, Eric
Lovejoy, Annie Pinkerton and Martha Greene.
The drawing for raffle prizes was conducted by Kathi and Annie; and, once again, this was a highly entertaining
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Annual Meeting Report (Continued) - by Jerry Robinson
activity that was enjoyed by all. The raffle prize drawings were followed by the door prize drawing.
The formal business meeting was adjourned by 3:00 PM. After additional socializing, The Monday Night Volunteers used their new sound system in the “big room” and other groups of “jammers” gathered in the three smaller
classrooms for extended musical sessions. The meeting ended at about 5:00 PM.
As always, this was a fun event and every member should mark their calendar for next year.

A little humor provided by Dennis Bagley

An Irish Flight
Shortly after take-off on an outbound Air Lingus flight from Dublin to Boston, the lead flight attendant
nervously made the following painful announcement in her lovely Irish brogue; “Ladies and gentlemen,
I’m so very sorry, but it appears that there has been a terrible mix-up by our catering service. I don’t
know how this has happened, but we have 103 passengers on board and unfortunately, we received only
40 dinner meals. I truly apologize for this mistake and inconvenience.”

When the muttering of the passengers had died down, she continued, “Anyone who is kind enough to
give up their meal so that someone else can eat will receive free, unlimited drinks for the duration of our
5 hour flight.”
Her next announcement came about 2 hours later: “If anyone is hungry, we still have 40 dinners available.”
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Annual Meeting on February 20, 2016- Photos by Bob Piechocki

President Rick Sparks presents his
Annual Report on the State of the
NNBA
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More Photos of Annual Meeting by Bob Piechocki
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Even More Photos of Annual Meeting by Bob Piechocki
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Blue Ridge Cabin Horoscope
And Other Insightful Sayings
By Jo Lynn
ARIES ( March 21 - April 19 )
‘Difficult times have helped me understand better than before
how infinitely rich and beautiful life is in every way and that so
many things that one goes worrying about are of no importance
whatsoever.” -Isak Dinesen
Everything happens for a reason, Aries. Move forward with your
plan of action and trust that you are equipped with all that is nec
essary for success. Turn your frown upside down and enjoy the
journey.

TAURUS ( April 20 - May 20 )
“And the day came when the risk (it took) to remain in the bud was more painful than the risk it
took to bloom.” -Anais Nin
You are a wonderful example of courageous change, Taurus…once you have finished being stubborn,
that is! Embrace the changes coming your way. They bring with them new knowledge and happiness.
GEMINI. ( May 21 - June 20 )
“With stammering lips and insufficient sounds, I strive and struggle to deliver right the music of my

nature…” Elizabeth Barrett Browning
True, you don’t know where you are going, Gemini..not to worry, wherever you are – you carry within
your grateful heart and gleeful spirit. Do not hesitate to ask for what you need in the upcoming weeks.
Your enthusiasm is contagious.
CANCER ( June 21 - July 22)
“If one is a Greyhound, why try to look like a Pekingese?” -Dame Edith Sitwell
“I have often wished I had time to cultivate modesty, ”Dame Edith also said, ”but I am too busy
thinking about myself.” This is good advice for you Cancer in the upcoming months. Claim time for
self care, share your wonderful warmth and insight. Share the creative energy you have effortlessly
tapped into. Enjoy the Balance!
LEO ( July 23 - August 22)
“Since we cannot change reality, let us change the eyes which see reality.” -Nikos Kazantzakis

Continued next page
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Blue Ridge Cabin Horoscope (continued) by Jo Evans

You certainly are showing us how it is done, Leo. You are giving new meaning to the phrase,
“cowboy up.” Strength and style describes you today. Undaunted by circumstances, you swagger
on thru, getting to the other side. Good for you!
VIRGO ( August 23 - September 22 )

“Inside myself is a place where I live all alone and that’s where you renew your springs that never
dry up.” -Pearl Buck
Introspection is wonderful, though it has led to isolation for you in the past. Now is the time to
share openly and willingly with those who ask. Many find strength in your stillness and warmth in
our smile.

LIBRA ( September 23 - October 22)
“The soul should always stand ajar, ready to welcome

the ecstatic experience.” -Emily Dickinson
Are your eyes sparkling, is your soul dancing? Laughter, being
“present” for yourself a bit each
day will assist you in
maintaining some of that
“balance” day to day. As you
embrace the changes and choices before you now, know “all is
well.”

SCORPIO ( October - November 21)
“A little of what you fancy does you good.” -Marie Lloyd

Jo Evans performing at the
Student Concert at the MMP.

You are finding serenity in simplicity these days Scorpio…the calm before a creative storm, per
haps? As you look deep within, seeking the Mystery, celebrating the Sacred, surprise yourself
by doing something “outside your box.”
SAGITTARIUS ( November 22 - December 21)

“Whatever you can do or dream you can begin it; Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.
Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
You are walking with an open heart these days. No wonder you are feeling more connected to the
people, places, and things surrounding you. The open heart gives and receives many gifts each
day. Walk, also, with eyes wide open….you don’t want to miss a single gift!
Continued Next Page
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CAPRICORN (December 22 - January 19)

“There is hope for all of us. Well, anyway, if you don’t die, you live thru it, day in, day out.”
-Mary Beckett
It is amazing the number of feelings one can experience each day, isn’t it? Seek your space for solitude, Capricorn. Nothing you fear is true….as for the rest of those feelings, you are capable of sorting them out.

AQUARIUS (January 20 - February 18 )
“We must be willing to get rid of the life we’ve planned, so as to have the life that is waiting for us.”
-Joseph Campbell
You are at your best when you are pro-active in your life, Aquarius. This is your time; set some new
goals, change-up the self- talk, try something new. Amazing insights await, followed by amazing
opportunities.
PISCES (February 19 - March 20)
“The world is round and the place which may seem like the end may also be only the beginning.” Ivy Baker Priest
Life is a journey with much to explore. No one explores quite like you Pisces! You will be welcoming
new friends into your life and there will be many adventures. Everywhere you go you spread a zest
for being alive.

Jo is a very happy camper with her new pop-up festival trailerthanks to Annie Pinkerton. Jam On Girl !!!
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Monday Night Volunteer Band Photos– most are Mid 1990’s
Thank you Vicki Hass

Dik Hitson, John West, Bill Naylor, Lane Garrison,
Charlie Edsall, Zeke Griffin, ???, Lynn Furnis, Ed
Crandall

Lane Garrison, Tex Tankersley, Joe Martini, Zeke
Griffin

Zeke Griffin, Dik Hitson, Bill Naylor, Charlie Edsall,
Lynn Furnis, John West

Vicki Hass, Charlie Edsall, and the Back Forty Band

Lane Garrison, Ed Crandall, Bill
Naylor

Vicki Hass and Lane Garrison

A Tribute to Gil Schlichting
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More Monday Night Volunteer Band Photos from the 1990s- compliments of
Vicki Hass

Vicki Hass, Kathi Scott, ???, Bill Naylor, Lane Garrison, Lynn Furnis, Karen Williams, Carol Schley

NNBA Booth at Bowers Festival. Vicki Hass and
Kathi Scott and Friends

Snow Lodge at Donner.

Charlie Edsall, Vicki Hass, Kenny Scott, Kathi
Scott, Lynn Furnis, Tex Tankersley, Leland Smith,
Lane Garrison

MNV/NNBA Float at Nevada Day Parade.

We’ll do anything for a gig. Charlie and Vicki.
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More Monday Night Volunteer Band Photos from the 1990s- compliments of Vicki
Hass

Charlie Edsall

Leland Smith at Snow Lodge on Donner Pass

Leland Smith with guitar and harmonica, Lane
Garrison.

Tom Moss and friends

Vicki Hass, Lynn Furnis, Ron Warren, Bill Naylor,
Lane Garrison, Leland Smith (in back), John Seginski
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CD Reviews by Cousin Jim Lappin

BIRTHPLACE OF COUNTRY MUSIC

Orthophonic Joy
The 1927 Bristol Sessions Revisited
This 2 CD set is dedicated to the early pioneers of the Appalachian
region of our country. Music recording promoter Ralph Peer “set-up shop”
for a recording session that turned into a very historic event. In Bristol,
Tenn., 1927 Ralph converted the 2nd floor of a furniture warehouse into a recording studio. He hung quilts to cordon
off a room to act as baffles. In the center of the space was a table with the technologically advanced, Orthophonic
recording machine, from the Victor Talking Machine Company.
The word was sent out on radio, with flyers and posters, and by voice all over the hills and hollows of the Appalachians. Musicians came by train, horse, in the back of hay trucks, by bus, and on foot to get a chance to record their
songs for Peer. From July 25th-Aug 5th 1927, folks came to stay in Bristol and wait their turn at a chance to record.
The CD features the narration of Eddie Stubbs, announcer of the Grand Ole Opry, to guide us on a historical journey
into the lives of the musicians who gave us the first sounds of Country Music. Although some of the folks had recorded years earlier, Peer wanted to give everyone a chance to have their voices heard.
The first song covered here by Doyle Lawson, “I’m Redeemed”, was recorded for Mr. Peer by the Alcoa Quartet.
The Carter Family recorded many tunes, but one of the biggest hits was, “Bury Me Under the Weeping Willow”. Emmylou Harris provides us a wonderful version of this classic.
J.P. Nester recorded “Black Eyed Susie” in 1927, and Marty Stuart performs it here. Reverend Alfred G Karnes
recorded the classic, “When they Ring Those Golden Bells” covered by Dolly Parton. Ashley Monroe sings another
Carter Family offering, “The Storms Are On The Ocean”. I have that on recording by the late Doc Watson, too. “Sweet
Heaven When I Die” by the Tenneva Ramblers features Steve Martin and the Steep Canyon Rangers. The Tenneva
Ramblers got their name by being from Tennessee and East Virginia. Vince Gill covers the Jimmie Rodgers’ hit “The
Soldier’s Sweetheart”.
Disc 2 has the ancient song ”Darling Cora” with the winner of the Orthophonic talent search, Corbin Hayslett. He plays a quick paced clawhammer banjo version. “In The Pines”, features Brad Paisley, and Glen
Campbell's daughters give us “The Wreck Of The Virginian”. Ashley and
Shannon Campbell carry on their dad’s legacy beautifully! You’ll enjoy
“The Wandering Boy” covered by Sheryl Crow and “Pretty Polly” by Carl
Jackson.

Jesse McReynolds of the classic bluegrass group, Jim and Jesse ,
learned the version of “Johnny Goodwin” that his grandfather played for
Ralph Peer back in 1927. Jesse provides a little history on the variations
of the tune and plays it on his Grandpa’s old fiddle.
This 2 CD set only scratches the depth of the music we call bluegrass,
old timey, and country. Take the historical journey yourself and pick-up a
copy of Orthophonic Joy today!
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CD Reviews (Continued)- by Cousin Jim Lappin

FUN LOCALS

Strange On The Range
One of our great local bands has given us this long awaited CD. Strange On
The Range features Bill McKean on lead guitar and vocals, and Zeke Griffin
on beautiful mandolin and vocals. Scott Gavin is great on driving banjo, and
Bob McNamarra keeps the beat on bass. This CD is full of fun songs, good
harmonies, and blazing instrumentals.
You’ll enjoy the Townes Van Zandt song, “White Freightliner Blues” to kick off the record. Zeke wrote the instrumentals “Wood Working” and the “punchy” melodies of “Shop Rag”. With Zeke’s mandolin leading the pack, and Bill on
expert guitar, they give new life to the Lennon/McCartney tune “Norwegian Wood”.
The guys do wonderful duets on “Shady Grove” and the Gram Parson’s song “Sin City”. The previous incarnation of
this group was the Midnight Voodoo Review, and the band wrote another great tune, with “Hoodoo Hoedown”. Fun
renditions of “New Camptown Races” and “Columbus Stockade Blues” are in the mix. You’ll enjoy “Tell Me Baby,
Why You Been Gone So Long” and many others that will remind you of this bands fun live performances. As of this
writing, we can see the band at St. James Brasserie , on Center ST. Get out to a show and ask the guys for a copy of
the CD!!

FROM THE PAST

The Traditional Grass– 10th Anniversary
Rebel Records 1993 and 2015
This great group of musicians has a wonderful, traditional sound in bluegrass circles, back in the ’80 ‘s and ‘90’s.
The Traditional Grass was founded by fiddler Paul “Moon” Mullins and his son , banjo great Joe Mullins. Paul was a
featured fiddler with the Stanley Brothers, and formed the influential band The Boys From Indiana. He wrote one of
our bluegrass favorites Katy Daly and was a broadcaster on WBZI-AM 1500 for many years. He was awarded the
Broadcaster Of The Year in 2000 and received the Distinguished Achievement Award from the IBMA. Joe helped purchase the radio station in 1995 and joined his dad as a broadcaster. They spotlighted bluegrass, country, and old
timey music on the air waves.
The guys in the band helped write several great songs, featured on this CD. Geld Evans Jr. mandolin and twin fiddler,
wrote the fun gospel song, “Lazarus”. You’ll enjoy Gerald’s “No Return” and the love life “do-over” song, “I’ll Take
Back My Wedding Rings”. Mark Rader plays super leads on guitar, and wrote “Rest For His Workers” as a brother
duet, and “The Country Girl Blues”.
The band covers the Pete Goble song “Back To Hancock County” and the Carter classic “You Are My Flower”. “Papa’s
Wagon” will take you back to dirt roads, horse drawn wagons, and simpler times. And the Jimmie Rodgers tune
“Jimmie’s Texas Blues” is definitely the traditional side of The Traditional Grass.
Since his dad passed in 2008, Joe has started recording and touring with his new group Joe Mullins and the Radio
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CD Reviews (Continued) by Cousin Jim Lappin

MEM0RY LANE

Country Grass
Lorraine Jordan & Carolina Road
Lorraine Jordan and Carolina Road are not new names to the
festival scene. I caught their show at Grass Valley , many years ago
(does that make me old?). They have always played wonderful bluegrass music, but have captured the essence of the country music
hits and artists of the 1970’s and ‘80’s. Lorraine sings lead and
harmony , picks her mandolin, and leads this great group of musicians. Josh Goforth plays fiddle and is on the staff at the Academy
of Performing Arts in Asheville, N.C. Ben Greene puts the drive in
banjo, and Tommy Long plays lead and rhythm guitar. Justin Moore
holds the beat on bass and Brad Hudson slides a mean dobro. Both Brad and Tommy share some lead singing
work on this CD.
The country star guest vocalists include, Lee Greenwood, T.G. Sheppard, Jim Ed Brown, Crystal Gayle, John Conley, Lynn Anderson, Eddy Raven, Marty Raybon, and the Kentucky Headhunters. Each guest brings us one of their
number one hits, Bluegrassed!
Lorraine kicks off this CD with a fast-driving “Running Water” by the Kentucky Headhunters. It was so good to
include these guys on this album. Their great harmonies and fun songs, remind me of seeing them in person at a
show in Reno, in 1987.
Eddy Raven gives us his number one, “I Got Mexico” which is currently being featured on Sirius/XM radio. Marty
Raybon and his group Shenandoah, set the fast paced beat on “Darned If I Don’t, Danged If I Do”. John Conley’s
voice is still strong on “Common Man” and the banjo, fiddle, and tasty guitar work, really add to the Crystal Gayle
hit “Ready For The Times”. Crystal hasn’t lost her sound a bit, and I remember seeing her over at Parklane Mall,
when she was in town for a Nugget engagement. Good Memories!
Lee Greenwood’s bluesy/gravely voice sounds great on “Dixie Road” with Ben’s banjo and Brad’s dobro. Jim Ed
Brown gives us his 1967 hit “You Can Have Her” and Tommy Long stands-in for the vocals of Randy Travis hit
“Diggin’ Up Bones”.
“Boogie Grass Band”, the Ronnie Reno written song, made famous by Conway Twitty, features most of the stars
on this album, along with the steady and melodic banjo work of Ben. Really a good boogey beat.
The group includes the son of Lorrie Morgan and the late Keith Whitley, on “Don’t Close Your Eyes”. Jesse Keith
Whitley has his daddy’s voice and delivery. I went on U-tube to hear and see his videos.
Lynn Anderson sings a cool version of “Rose Garden” and Floyd Cramer’s hit “Last Date” is beautifully translated
from piano to banjo and fiddle! This CD is a memory maker. Get a copy today!!
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Concert Review by Cousin Jim Lappin

Sage Creek

I had the privilege of watching a great new band on their inaugural outing for “real people”. “Real”
according to the group means non-blue-grassers. The show was held at the Cascades of the Sierra,
as an NNBA performance, and I think all in attendance enjoyed it thoroughly. Several blue-grassers
came to listen, along with the residents. Everyone was clapping and cheering!

Sage Creek is one of the emerging bands, coming out of the Wednesday night sessions, held at the
First Congregational Church. Dennis Grundy and Steve Gallagher met at the jam and decided to practice together to perfect their mandolin playing. They found that a strong bass beat would help keep
them in time, so Annie Pinkerton was asked to join-in the practice sessions. As this little band
evolved, they asked Sharon Tetley to play guitar and dobro. A new NNBA member from Florida joined
the group on lead guitar, Phil McGill, and Sage Creek was formed.

The group showed off it’s talents on each instrument, and on wonderful harmony singing. Dennis and
Steve took turns on mandolin for the kick-off tune, “Soldier’s Joy”. Phil sang “Fiddler’s Green”, and
Dennis got the crowd clapping and singing with ”Gotta Travel On”.

Steve sang “I’ve Endured” and Sharon sang a wonderful version of the Gordon Lightfoot song, “Early
Morning Rain”. Annie sang “Good News” and the harmonies were wonderful.

This band has dug out many great songs, that haven’t been played as much lately. One of these was
a favorite of mine, “Eli Renfro”. Dennis and I got to hear this as a brand-new song back in the ‘70’s,
and always enjoyed it. Other fun songs included “Wishing Well Blues”, “Halley Came to Jackson”, “I
Dreamed Of An Old Love Affair”, and “Long Black Veil”. With a good sprinkling of fiddle tunes,
“Cherokee Shuffle” and “Paddy On The Beat”, the instrumentals rounded out the great harmony singing.

Sage Creek closed their show with “Live Forever” making a very fun show with good lead picking and
wonderful four part harmonies. Keep up the good sounds!!
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Amateur Audible Archives by Carl Heard
Part 1 of 3: Why Are We Doing This Again???

What must be the most common question of
any archivist is to consider “why record?” We
all bought equipment, but why? As we discuss this the reasons seem highly varied.
The following is a short and certainly incomplete list of possible reasons:
Archive: Personal and public “histories”
Practice tracks (field recordings)
Critical evaluation (practice)
Commercial production
Promotional: getting gigs or exploring new bands;
Collaborative writing over space/time
Satisfaction of technical pursuit (just love them
gadgets)
To get chicks (yeah like that ever worked, but successful recording artists….)
To enhance a performance (looping or backing tracks)
Test an arrangement (should our next show have backups throughout, or just the …?)
Test equipment (not just the recording gadgets but checking show quality)
To justify the purchase of equipment (hey isn’t this just gadgets again…)
For science (field recordings of wild life etc.)
Posterity (see article on the family album…)

Create your own legend (we all want to be famous at some level right?)
Ring tone creation (you can play your own song for a ring tone!)
Sobriety check (were we really as good as we thought last night…?!)
To gain recording experience (in order to do whatever above)
Add you own reasons here -____________________
In part two of this series we will describe Terrie’s Christmas Gift, or how we recorded 5 songs that
were meant to be a gift to family and friend. The setting of a time frame was something of an organic
thing and related to the season. The deadline of a seasonal gift pointed out an interesting insight: the
reason for recording is essential to success, and oh yeah, that a deadline is just about as important.
Identifying why you are recording becomes a bit clearer when considered in a studio limited vs talent limited setting. Imagine the reasons for recording fit on a spectrum that on one end is a mobile
recording device (say a zoom, of minidisc recorder) where ambient and unscripted recording takes
place and on the other end is what we have come to call the commercial product, or perfection in
capture and editing. You can then imagine that each of the reasons noted above for recording could
be roughly placed along this spectrum. Then, consider how talent vs studio limits could be overlaid.
Continued Next Page
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Some purposes of recording become impossible in certain situations.
Consider that you have a world class talent (studio limited scenario), an ambient recording is clearly
possible, but is more likely to have very little value in the end. On the other end with a talent limited
situation (imagine an untrained non-musician) with unlimited funds, you will still not be able to get
to a perfect recording. Now all this may seem like a whole lotta flippity floppity of lips and gums, and
is, unless it relates to the reason to record that we might encounter.
Towards the middle of the spectrum of reasons to record consider that we (the readership and other
musicians) are mostly in the middle. In other words not many of us are currently (yes we will all be

one day) world class talent. The mobile recording devices are clearing in many of our homes and
hands but I don’t see them used very much. They are useful no doubt, but less interesting than getting a higher fidelity recording (ok they are useful for practice recordings, but not likely to yield
something you would want to be remembered for…). So within the studio level reasons for recoding
we are in the middle; we are neither studio limited (in a home studio) or talent limited (yes we are
that good!). So why record again???
In most cases I believe we are trying to capture a “photo” of our efforts to save for posterity. The
analogy of a photo album comes to mind (yeah yeah, nobody has a “photo album any more, but play
along for a minute here). My photo albums have a collection of staged and impromptu photos of vary-

ing degrees of sophistication (different grades of pictures). There are school photos, family portraits,
polaroid snap shots and some posed shots. Similarities exist for these in recording. If we are striving
to create an album, we might find that the one song we nailed at the nursing home and captured on a
hand held recorder more accurately captures who we were at that time, and could be very flattering.
The family portrait level of effort on the other hand, may be a CD complete with jacket art, lyrics
and as many takes as was required to make our Mamma’s proud. All the stuff in between these are
possible reasons to record, so the right tool, set up and time commitments have to be considered
preferably at the beginning of the project.
So, on to the next project... Terrie’s Gift…
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Claire Lynch Band Concert Review by COUSIN JIM LAPPIN
The Claire Lynch Band paid a visit to Sparks on February 10th,
2016 and left with a lot of happy fans. Claire will retire from
touring after this year, and the NNBA was fortunate to book
the show at the Los Tres Hombres Cantina on Victorian
Square.
Claire is a three time winner of the IBMA (International Bluegrass Music
Assn) Female Vocalist of the Year, and we could all hear why. Her voice
was pure and sweet, but could easily bend some great blues songs. She
surrounds herself with an award winning band of musicians.
Claire’s bass player, is the great Mark Schatz. He has won the IBMA Bass player of the Year twice, and been nominated many
times. Mark is solid on his bass, and even plays with a bow when needed. He gave wonderful solos, rhythmic slapping, and
lots of fun bass runs. He even wowed the audience with a lively “ham-bone” and clogging routine, and played claw hammer
banjo, on one number.
Jarod Walker is Claire’s lead guitar and mandolin player. Jarod and his brothers played a lot of festivals in Florida, where he
is from. As teenagers, the Walker Brothers got a lot of attention for fast, clean, and hot-licks picking. They appeared on the
Tonight Show and on another occasion, Jarod was asked to play with Ricky Skaggs and Earl Scruggs. Jarod toured with Missy
Raines and Rebecca Frazier before coming on tour with Claire. He was selected by the IBMA for the Monumental Momentum
award.
Claire’s fiddle/mandolin player is Bryan McDowell. Bryan joined Claire in 2011 after winning first places at Galax, Merlefest,
and the Walnut Valley Fiddlers Convention, in Winfield, Kansas. He set a record at Winfield, for winning both on fiddle and
guitar, and the next year added mandolin to that winning combination! Did I mention, Bryan plays a great claw hammer banjo, too?
Claire started her show with the bluesy song “Train Ride” which has a lot of syncopation and tricky rhythms. She followed
with one of her mega hits, “If Wishes Were Horses”, and then shifted gears into a soft song, “That’s What Makes You Strong”.
The band tore it up on another Claire Lynch hit, “Leavin’ On That Midnight Train”. She told us the story of her latest hit, “Dear
Sister”, about a letter between sisters written during events in the Civil War, that wasn’t discovered until the 1980’s. I was
happy to hear other great hits like, “Hummingbird”, “Barbwire Boys”, and the fun drinking song from Bobby Osborne, “I’ll Be
Alright Tomorrow”. Claire even yodeled on the Jimmie Rodgers classic “Waitin’ On A Train”.
Claire ended the show with a Cajun classic from Doug Kershaw “Thibodeux”. On a standing ovation, Claire encored with a
quartet gospel song, “Can’t You Hear The Blessed Savior Calling You”. What a great evening of fun, fellowship, and food (the
three “F’s” and great BLUEGRASS MUSIC!!
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Photos from the Claire Lynch Band Concert- Courtesy Mary Gallagher

The 31st Annual Bowers Mansion Bluegrass Festival
August 13, 2016

John Reischman and the Jaybirds
Bluegrass, Etc.
Special Consensus
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Second Half 2015
Peter Anderson– Banjo, Guitar
Ryan Sharrer– Banjo
Linda Birdwell and Family
Lance, Ray, & Jean Blayney– Guitar
Carlos Elkins- Guitar
Alan, Sheppard, & Liz JordanBob Miller- Banjo
Joel Shapiro- Banjo
Kathi & Steve West,- Sewing Machine &
Banjo
Mary Beebe- Ukulele
Heather CooneyJudy Robinson– Guitar
Tamara MoyerCraig Scribner– Guitar, Ukulele
Phillip McGill– Guitar, Bass
Kelly & Chris Keenan- Guitar, Piano, Vocals

W e
W a n t
Y o u r
C o n t r i b u t i o n s
t o
t h e
N e w s l e t t e r

First Quarter 2016
Tim Miller– Guitar
Luke Ramsdell– Mandolin
Tim BardsleyElizabeth Hemansen– Fiddle
Caitlin Ellis– Mando, Guitar, Dobro
Vicki Rinehart- Roady
Sue & George Churchill
Sam Johnson– Bass
Vincent DelPizzo
James Cole
Beverly Palfreyman
Roxanna Dunn

C o n t r i b u t o r s
T h i s I s s u e
Jo Lynn Evans
Jim Lappin

News, announcements, want-ads,
articles, photos, etc. can be sent to:

Bob Piechocki

Rick Rinehart, Editor
rvrinehart@gmail.com

Randy brooks

Bill Naylor

M a r y

T o

C a r l

H e a r d

V i c k i

H a s s

A n n i e
p i n k e r t o n
C h a r l i e

D e r r

G a l l a g h e r

S t e v e
G a l l a g h e r

The deadline for the next issue is:
June 1, 2016
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2016 Festivals and Music Camps

Local Workshops and Jams

*Walker Creek Music Camp: April 8-11 Near
Petaluma info@walkercreekmusiccamp.org or
contact Kris Moller (775)843-7928
*Steve Kaufman Flatpicking Workshops and
Concert, April 15-16-17, 2016. Hosted by Cindy Gray. Www.sierratramp.org tel. 348-4692
*Weiser, Idaho Bluegrass Banjo Camp: May 19
-22, 2016. Janet Beazley, Bill Evans, Jason
Homey, Gary Eller Instructors.
Www.banjocontest.org
*Strawberry Spring Music Festival: May 26-30.
David Grisman Sextet, Tim O’Brien, Mavis Staples. Nevada County Fairgrounds, Grass Valley
*CBA Music Camp: June 12-15 Grass Valley,
CA info@cbamusiccamp.org. Call Janet at
(360)647-0741
*Fathers Day Festival: June 16-19, 2016
Rhonda Vincent & the Rage, Frank Solivan &
Dirty Kitchen, Barwick & Siegfried, many others to be announced. Check out on Facebook.
*Susanville Music Camp: June 21-23, 2016.
All instruments and vocals with special jam
class by Rick Sparks
*Susanville Bluegrass Festival: June24-26.
The Chapmans, The Boxcars

*Genoa Americana Celebration Festival: July 4,
2016. www.sierratramp.org

*California Coast Music Camp: July 10-23.
Near Auburn, CA. Www.musiccamp.org

Jo Lyn Evans– your host for the Sunnyside
Workshop (Ultra Beginner Group)

NNBA Sunnyside Workshop and Jam
1st and 3rd Wednesdays each month, 7-9 pm;
First Congregational Church 627 Sunnyside Dr,
Reno, NV. All skill levels are welcome. For more
information contact Rick Rinehart at rvrinehart@gmail.com or Eric Lovejoy at eric.lovejoy@kimley-horn.com
Blind Onion Pizza Bluegrass Jam, 2nd Mondays,
7-10 pm; 834 Victorian Ave, Sparks, NV. This is
an Advanced Level Jam. Grinners are welcome.
Come early for a slice and a pint for only $8. For
more information contact Rick Sparks at banjo47@hotmail.com
Old-Time Jams. Check out ThomasAvenueMusic.com for details. These are hosted by Joyce
Furlong and Marsha Cheeseman. 4th Sunday
every month at Mountain Music Parlor. 3:00 to
5:00 PM.
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MUSIC LESSONS:
MUSIC
GuitarLESSONS:
and Ukulele Lessons- $20/hr.
Contact:
atl e775-857-1868.
G u i t a r Bill
a n dPapa
Uku
le Lessons - $20/hr.
Contact: Bill Papa at 775-857-1868.

WRS Music Services: Private & group lessons
on
guitar,Private
banjo,
dobro,
bass;onvocal
WRSmando,
Music Services:
& group
lessons
manhelp
on
lead
and
harmony
for
individuals
or
do, guitar, banjo, dobro, bass; vocal help on lead and
groups;
sound
reinforcement
allreinforceevents
harmony for
individuals
or groups; for
sound
and occasions;
acoustic
music bookings;
ment
for all events
and occasions;
acoustic music
bookings;
Contact:

Rick Sparks at 775-233-0122.

Contact: Rick Sparks at 775-233-0122.

LUTHIER SERVICES:
Jim Anderson–
EVENT
SERVICES

40 years experience. Formerly at Maytan Music Center.
Williams Sound
Www.notoriousguitarhospital.com.

Professional sound reinforcement and rental services
1170 S. Wells Ave. Ste. 5. Reno, NV. 775in Northern Nevada and Northern California. We
453-6299
proudly utilize speaker
systems from BagEnd and
EAW, Allen and Heath consoles, QSC amplification and
processing from DBX, BSS, Aphex, ART, Peavey and
Yamaha. Call us today to see how we can help your
next event. YouFOR
EQUIPMENT
can also
SALE:
find us on Linkedin.
Tomm
Williams2488
Tascam
530-260-3138

NEO mixing board
Contact Dr. Don Campbell at (775) 6856084
LUTHIER SERVICES:
Jim Anderson–
40 Mandolin/Banjo.
years experience. Formerly at May1930’s
Gibson
tan Music Center. Www.notoriousguitarhospital.com.
11’drum/6.5” fretboard. Plays like a man1170 S.
Wells Ave. Ste.
5. Reno,
NV.Instruments
775-453-6299
dolin.
Purchased
from
Elderly
for
I bought
it soFull
I could
participate
Terry$1500.
James Webb
- Luthier.
service
for your guiin the
Banjo
Marching
Band. Will
selland
forautotar,
dobro,
fiddle,
bass, mandolin,
banjo,
$1299.
Callthe
Rick
Rinehart
@775-225-9125
harp.
Serving
Reno
area for over
25 years.
Please call 775-225-8297
vice@sundanceguitars.com.

or

email

ser-

Free estimates. Website: www.sundanceguitars.com
Branzell Guitars (Luthier- Gary Branzell)
34 years in the business of crafting and repairing fine
string instruments.
Custom hand-built vintage style steel string guitars.
Professional repairs and restorations. Displayed by
invitation alongside the finest luthiers in the world at
the Healdsburg Guitar Festival.

Guitars for Sale by Dave
Stover
(775) 340-3440

Collings
D1. Purchased
Email: branzellguitars@gmail.com
new in March 2014.
Website: http://branzellguitars.com
Same material as a Martin D18 (mahogany
back,
sides
EQUIPMENT
FOR and
SALE: neck,
Sitka Spruce top) but
Recording
Studioby
Setup
hand made
Collings
in
Texas.
Like
all
D-1
this has a great full
Tascam 2488 NEO mixing
board
sound
and
beautiful
tone.
Have you ever
Two high grade Tannoy monitor speakers
seen
banjo
cry?
Nut width
is 1 11/16”. No
A high a
quality
Rode
condenser
microphone
frills,
every
expense
is
devoted
to sound
A Shure directional microphone
quality. $2500.
Dave cables
Stover at 775Microphone,
Mic standsCall
& speaker
750-6477.
Shure head phones
blank
and an
instructionalsize
DVD
TaylorCDs
grand
auditorium

guitar made of
all
solid
woods.
Back,
sides,
are
Everything needed to set up a high and
gradeneck
recording
mahogany
and in
the
top
is western
red cedar.
studio
is included
this
package.
Start recording
toThis
guitar
is
a
special
edition
made
day! This equipment has only been used two or three
2/14/95 for the Taylor 20th anniversary,
times.
therefore special mother of pearl bling. Plan
$1,500 for the entire package (this is an excellent
ahead as a Valentine’s gift for your special
deal)
guitar player. Neck is 1 3/4”. This guitar
Contact
Dr. Don Campbell
(775) 685-6084
has beautiful
ringingatsound
and would be
best
for finger style playing. $1500. Call
INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE:
Dave Stover at 775-7510-6477.
Weber Resonator Guitar, Vigilante 2012 model Includes original hard-shell case. $1,600

Pre-Gibson Dobro, 1978 model manufactured by OMIIn very good condition with original hard-shell case.
Has some finish damage on one side (likely due to a
belt buckle) $700

Collings D-1/$2500

Taylor $1500

Contact Dr. Don Campbell at (775) 685-6084 for more
information

1976 Engelhardt Upright Bass. This bass is in wonderful condition and has recently been set up including a
new fingerboard, nut, cable tail piece and wonderful
new Evah Pirazzi Welch strings. A stand, bow and
pickup are included. This bass has been autographed
by “The Father of Bluegrass” Bill Monroe. Yes, the
signature is real and a letter of authenticity will accompany the bass. It was singed at Wintergrass in early
1995. $2100.
Contact Randy Shelton at (530)409-0655.

Branzell Guitars, 177 Cascade Dr., Spring Creek NV,
89815,
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Organization

WE ARE ON THE WEB!
NNBA.ORG
The purpose of the Northern
Nevada Bluegrass Association is to pro-

Northern Nevada Bluegrass Association
PO Box 3177
Reno, NV 89505

mote and preserve bluegrass, old time,
traditional and related folk music –
acoustic music from a common American

Website: nnba.org

heritage (hereinafter referred to as

Email: nnbamailbox@gmail.com

“Bluegrass Music”) – in the Northern Nevada area by providing education to the
community, encouraging musicians to
play and share Bluegrass Music at informal potlucks and gatherings, publishing
and distributing a newsletter, and, spon-

So Many Tunes . . . So Little Time.

soring and promoting Bluegrass Music
events and an annual festival.

2015 Board of Directors
President: Rick Sparks

Membership Coordinator: Eric Lovejoy

(775) 233-0122
banjo47@hotmail.com

(775) 742-7431
eric.lovejoy@kimley-horn.com

Vice-President: Kathi Scott

Activities Coordinator: Martha Greene

(775) 322-5039
kathi.scot@att.net

martha@wabenzi.net

Secretary: Jerry Robinson
(775) 376-8423

*****************************************

drgrobin@gmail.com

Treasurer: Ray Hopper
(775) 384-2403
ray@hopper.com

Other Contacts
Webmaster: Ray Rich
ray@rich.net

Newsletter Editor: Rick Rinehart
(775) 849-7988
rvrinehart@gmail.com

Outreach Coordinator: Annie Pinkerton
(775) 225-9462
annavedo@yahoo.com

The NNBA receives support from The Nevada Arts Council, a
division of the Nevada Department of Cultural Affairs, a state
agency, and the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal
agency.
The Northern Nevada Bluegrass Association is a 501c3, nonprofit organization registered in the state of Nevada.

